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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the scalar equation
x9 t s p t x t y t , 1.1 .  .  .  .
w .where t is a positive constant and p: 0, ` ª R is a continuous function.
 . w .In the case that p t F 0 for all t g 0, ` , the stability of the zero
 . w xsolution of 1.1 has been much studied 1, 2, 5]9 . On the other hand, in
 .the case that p t takes both positive and negative values, few results on
the stability are given as far as the author knows.
 .Let us keep p t s sin t in mind, then we can easily see that no
solutions of the ordinary differential equation
x9 s p t x .
tend to zero. However, Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 will state that every
 .solution of 1.1 tends to zero for sufficiently small any t ) 0.
 .Hereafter, generalizing the function sin t, we assume that p t is peri-
odic with a period v ) 0 and has a property
yp v y t G p t ) 0 for t g 0, vr2 . 1.2 .  .  .  .
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And we use the notations
tqt tqt
l s max p s ds, m s min p s ds, .  .H H
0FtFv 0FtFvr2ytt t
 .where c is the root of c exp cm s 1. Then we note that 0 - c - 1.
 .The aim of this paper is to prove that every solution of 1.1 tends to
zero as t ª ` for sufficiently small t ) 0. More precisely the following
theorem has been established.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that t F vr12 and
vr2




, if l F 1,
2~q s0 1
l y , if l ) 1.¢ 2
 .Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 tends to zero as t ª `.
2. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
First we state the process of the proof to establish Theorem 1.1: Let
1
a s k y 1 v , b s k y v for k s 1, 2, . . . . .k k  /2
w xDivide the t-axis into the intervals I s b y t , b y t with a lengthk ky1 k
 .  .v. We consider two cases, in which the solution of x t of 1.1 never takes
 .  .  .zero, i.e., x t / 0 on I Fig. 1 , and in which x t takes zero once atk
 .  .least; i.e., x t* s 0 for some t* g I Fig. 2 . Then we will show that thek
 .maximum of the absolute value of x t on I is exponentially decreasing ink
both of these cases. Concretely we prove the inequality
X F r X for some 0 - r - 1, 2.1 .k 0 ky1 0
<  . <  .where X s max x s . This implies that x t approachesk b y5t F sF b ytk k
zero as t ª `.
 .Next we state the idea of the proof: The solution of 1.1 increases on
w x w xthe interval a , b and decreases on b , a , as long as it takes ak k k kq1
positive value. Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3 in this section give the rates of
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 .FIG. 1. The case x t / 0 on I .k
increasing and decreasing, respectively. On the other hand, Lemmas 2.6
and 2.7 show that if the solution crosses the t-axis, then the size of the
solution shrinks, which is proved by following more minutely the proofs of
w x w xLemma 3.2 in 8 and Lemma 4.3 in 9 . Especially if the situation of Fig. 1
continues for all k, i.e., the solution is nonoscillatory, then it is compara-
tively simple to obtain that the solution tends to zero as t ª ` Proposi-
.tion 2.1 .
On the basis of the above idea, we will prove Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. Then
 .the inequality 2.1 turns out to be true by Lemma 2.9 in the case of Fig. 1,
and by Lemma 2.10 in the case of Fig. 2.
The following two lemmas give behaviors of a solution near t s a andk
b . We illustrate typical situations of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 with u s t ink 0
Fig. 3.
 .FIG. 2. The case x t* s 0 for some t* g I .k
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 .  .FIG. 3. The situations of Lemma 2.1 left and Lemma 2.2 right .
w xLEMMA 2.1. Suppose that t F vr4. Let u g 0, t be a constant and0
 .  .  . w xx t be a solution of 1.1 . If x t G 0 for all t g a y 2t y u , a y t ,k 0 k
 .  . w xthen x a y u G x a q u for all u g 0, u .k k 0
 .  .Proof. Since a s k y 1 v and p t is v periodic, we havek
a qukx a q u s x a q p s x s y t ds .  .  .  .Hk k
ak
u
s x a q p a q s x a q s y t ds .  .  .Hk k k
0
u




x a y u s x a y p s x s y t ds .  .  .  .Hk k
a yuk
u
s x a y p a y s x a y s y t ds .  .  .Hk k k
0
u
s x a y p v y s x a y s y t ds. .  .  .Hk k
0
 .Using 1.2 , moreover,
u
x a y u G x a q p s x a y s y t ds. .  .  .  .Hk k k
0
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Therefore we obtain
x a y u y x a q u .  .k k
u
G p s x a y s y t y x a q s y t ds 4 .  .  .H k k
0
a ysytu k
s p s p u x u y t du ds .  .  .H H
0 a qsytk
su
s y p s p a y t y u x a y t y u y t du ds .  .  .H H k k
0 ys
su
s y p s p v y t y u x a y 2t y u du ds .  .  .H H k
0 ys
su
G p s p u q t x a y 2t y u du ds G 0. .  .  .H H k
0 ys
This completes the proof.
w xLEMMA 2.2. Suppose that t F vr4. Let u g 0, t be a constant and1
 .  .  . wx t be a solution of 1.1 . If x t G 0 for all t g b y 2t y u , b y t yk 1 k
x  .  . w xu , then x b y u G x b q u for all u g 0, u .1 k k 1
1 .  .Proof. Since b s k y v and p t is v periodic, we havek 2
bkx b y u s x b y p s x s y t ds .  .  .  .Hk k
b yuk
vu
s x b y p y s x b y s y t ds .  .Hk k /20
and
b qukx b q u s x b q p s x s y t ds .  .  .  .Hk k
bk
vu
s x b q p q s x b q s y t ds. .  .Hk k /20
 . w x  .Since x t is nondecreasing on b y t y u , b , we have x t G 0 onk 1 k
w x  .b y 2t y u , b . Using 1.2 , moreover,k 1 k
vu
x b q u F x b y p y s x b q s y t ds. .  .  .Hk k k /20
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Then we obtain
x b y u y x b q u .  .k k
vu
G p y s x b q s y t y x b y s y t ds 4 .  .H k k /20
vu b qsytks p y s p u x u y t du ds .  .H H /20 b ysytk
sv vu
s p y s p y t q u x b y 2t q u du ds G 0. .H H k /  /2 20 ys
This completes the proof.
As we introduced at the beginning of this section, we give the decreasing
and increasing rates of a positive solution. Figure 4 illustrates these
lemmas.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that t F vr2. Let T and T be constants with0 1
 .  .b F T - T F a and T y T G t , and let x t be a solution of 1.1 .k 0 1 kq1 1 0
 . w xIf x t G 0 for all t g T y t , T , then0 1
t w x0 F x t F x T q t exp p s ds for all t g T q t , T . .  .  .H0 0 1 5
T qt0
 . w x  .  .Proof. x t is clearly nonincreasing on T , T . Then x t y t G x t G0 1
w x  .  .  .0 for t g T q t , T , which implies x9 t F p t x t . Hence we can0 1
obtain this lemma.
 .  .FIG. 4. The situations of Lemma 2.3 left and Lemma 2.4 right .
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LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that t F vr2. Let T be a constant with a F T F bk k
 .  .  . w xand x t be a solution of 1.1 . If x t G 0 for all t g T y t , T , then
1 t
0 F x t F max x T q s exp c p j dj .  .  .H 5c ytFsF0 T
w xfor all t g T , b .k
 . u  . w xProof. Define s u s H p s ds for u g 0, vr2 . It is clear that s is0
y1  . continuous and strictly increasing. Then s exists and z u s x a qk
y1 .. w  .x   .  ..s u is well defined for u g 0, s vr2 . For u g s T y a , s vr2k
y1 .  .we have a q s u y t g T y t , b y t andk k
d
y1 y1 y1z9 u s p a q s u x a q s u y t s u .  .  .  . .  .k k du
s p sy1 u x a q sy1 u y t rp sy1 u .  .  . .  . .k
s x a q sy1 u y t G 0, 2.2 .  . .k
 . w xbecause we can easily see that x t G 0 on T y t , b from the conditionk
 . w xof x t G 0 on T y t , T .
 .    ..4 w  .Let w u s X exp c u y s T y a q t for u g s T y a ,0 k k
 .x  .  Tqt  . 4s vr2 , where X s max x T q u exp cH p j dj . First we0 0 F u Ft Tqu
 .  . w  .  .xshow 0 F z u F w u for u g s T y a , s vr2 .k
 .  .   ..  .It is clear that 0 F z u from 2.2 and z s T y a s x T G 0.k
w  .  w x.xIf u g s T y a , s min T y a q t , vr2 , then we havek k
y1 .a qs uky1w u G x a q s u exp yc p j dj .  .  . . Hk  5
Tqt
=exp c u y s T y a q t 4 . .k
s x a q sy1 u s z u . .  . .k
In the case of T y a q t ) vr2, i.e., T ) b y t , the proof is ended.k k
w  .  ..If not, for u g s T y a q t , s vr2 we havek
y1 . y1 .s u yt s uy1s s u y t s p s ds s u y p s ds. .  .  . . H H
y1 .0 s u yt
 .From 2.2 we have
y1 .s uz9 u s z u y p s ds . .  .H /y1 .s u yt
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 . sy1u.  .y1Since z u is nondecreasing and u y m G u q H p s ds ss u.yt
 y1 . .s s u y t by the definition of m, we obtain
z9 u F z u y m . .  .
On the other hand, we have
w9 u s cX exp c u y s T y a q t 4 .  . .0 k
s c exp cm X exp c u y s T y a q t y m 4 .  . .0 k
s w u y m . .
 .  . w  .  .xTherefore we can obtain z u F w u for u g s T y a , s vr2 . Thisk
yields
t
x t F X exp c p j dj . 2.3 .  .  .H0  5
Tqt
 .  .Next we show that X F 1rc max x T q s . Let us define0 yt F sF 0
Tqt




X 9 u s p T q u x T q u y t y cx T q u exp c p j dj . 4 .  .  .  .  .H 5
Tqu
 .It follows that the value u s u at which X u has a maximum satisfies1
one of the cases below:
 .  .i u s 0 and X 9 0 F 0,1
 .  .ii 0 - u - t and X 9 u s 0,1 1
 .  .iii u s t and X 9 t G 0.1
 .If i holds, then
Tqt
max X u s X 0 s x T exp c p j dj . .  .  .  .H 50FuFt T
 .If ii holds, then
1 Tqt
max X u s X u s x T q u y t exp c p j dj . .  .  .  .H1 1  5c0FuFt Tqu1
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 .If iii holds, then
1
max X u s X t s x T q t F x T . .  .  .  .
c0FuFt
Therefore we can obtain in any of the cases above
1 Tqt
max X u F max x T q s exp c p j dj . .  .  .H 5c0FuFt ytFsF0 T
This completes the proof.
Using all the lemmas above, we can obtain the following, which is
illustrated by Fig. 5.
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that t F vr4. Let T be a constant with b F Tky1
 .  .  . w xF a y 2t and x t be a solution of 1.1 . If x t G 0 for all t g T y t , a ,k k
then the following inequalities are satisfied:
tyakx t F x T q t exp y 1 y c p j dj 2.4 .  .  .  .  .H 5
t
w xfor t g a , 2a y T y t ;k k
tyakx t F x T q t exp c p j dj 2.5 .  .  .  .H 5
a yTytk
w xfor t g 2a y T y t , b .k k
FIG. 5. The situation of Lemma 2.5.
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w x  .Proof. For t g a , b applying T s a in 2.3 , we havek k k
t
x t F max x a q u exp c p j dj .  .  .Hk  50FuFt a quk
tyaks max x a q u exp c p j dj . .  .Hk  50FuFt u
 .  . w xFrom Lemma 2.1, x a q u F x a y u for u g 0, t , and fromk k
 .Lemma 2.3 and 1.2 we obtain
a yukx a y u F x T q t exp p j dj .  .  .Hk  5
Tqt
a yTytks x T q t exp p v y j dj .  .H 5
u
a yTytkF x T q t exp y p j dj . .  .H 5
u
Therefore we have
a yTyt tyak kx t F max x T q t exp y p j dj q c p j dj .  .  .  .H H 50FuFt u u
a yTytks x T q t max exp y 1 y c p j dj .  .  .H0FuFt u
tyakqc p j dj .H 5
a yTytk
a yTytks x T q t max exp y p j dj .  .H0FuFt tyak
tyaky 1 y c p j dj . .  .H 5
u
Hence the inequalities are immediately obtained.
By virtue of the lemmas above, we can show that a nonoscillatory
 .solution of 1.1 tends to zero as t ª `, under the only condition t - vr4.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that t - vr4. If x t is not an oscillatory
 .  .solution of 1.1 , then lim x t s 0.t ª`
 .Proof. Since x t is not an oscillatory solution, there exists k such that0
 .  .x t ) 0 for all t G b y 3t or x t - 0 for all t G b y 3t . Itk y1 k y10 0
suffices to consider the former case. For k G k , let us apply T s b0 ky1
 .and t s b y t in 2.4 . Then we have, using Lemma 2.2,k
b ytyak kx b y t F x b q t exp y 1 y c p j dj .  .  .  .Hk ky1  5
t
vr2yt




x b yt Fx b yt exp y kyk q1 1yc p j dj . .  .  .  . . Hk k y1 0 50
t
 .  .Hence x b yt ª0 as kª`. It follows immediately that lim x t s0.k t ª`
Next we consider the case that a solution crosses the t-axis. Then the
size of the solution shrinks, as we state at the beginning of this section cf.
.Fig. 6 .
FIG. 6. The situation of Lemma 2.6.
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 .  .LEMMA 2.6. Let x t be a solution of 1.1 with an initial time t such0
 .that x t* s 0 for some t* G t q t . Suppose that there exist positi¨ e con-0
<  . <stants M, g and g such that max x s F g M and1 2 t*yt F sF t* 1
<  . <max x s F g M. Thent*y2t F sF t*yt 2
w xx t F qM for t g t*, t* q t , 2.6 .  .
where
1 g¡ 12l g , if l F ,22 g2~q s 2g g1 1
lg y , if l ) .1¢ 2g g2 2
w xProof. For t g t*, t* q t ,
t
x t F p s x s y t ds .  .  .H
t*
t
F g M p s ds, .H1
t*
w xand for s g t*, t* q t ,
t*
x s y t F p j x j y t dj .  .  .H
syt
t*
F g M p j dj . .H2
syt
w xThen we have for t g t*, t* q t ,
t t t*
x t F M min g p s ds, g p s p j dj ds .  .  .  .H H H1 2 5
t* t* syt
t*qt t*
F M p s min g , g p j dj ds. .  .H H1 2 5
t* syt
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t* <  . <In the case a s H p s ds F g rg ,t*yt 1 2
t*qt t*
x t F M p s g p j dj ds .  .  .H H2
t* syt
t* jqt
s g M p j p s ds dj .  .H H2
t*yt t*
t* jqt
s g M p j p s ds dj .  .H H2 
t*yt j
t* t*
y p j p s ds dj .  .H H 5
t*yt j
jst*21 t*
F g M la q p s ds .H2  / 52 j jst*yt
21 t*
s g M la y p s ds .H2  5 /2 t*yt
1
2s la y a g M2 /2
1 l22s y a y l q g M . . 2 52 2
This yields the assertion of this lemma.
t* <  . <  .In the case H p s ds ) g rg , there exists s g t*, t* q t sucht*yt 1 2 0
t* <  . <that H p s ds s g rg and we haves yt 1 20
x t M .
s t*qt t*0
F g p s ds q g p s p j dj ds .  .  .H H H1 2
t* s syt0
st* t* jqt0
s g p j dj p s ds q g p j p s ds dj .  .  .  .H H H H2 2
s yt t* s yt s0 0 0
t* jqt
s g p j p s ds dj .  .H H2
s yt t*0
t* jqt t* t*
s g p j p s ds dj y p j p s ds dj .  .  .  .H H H H2  5
s yt j s yt j0 0
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jst*21t* t*
F g l p j dj q p s ds .  .H H2  / 52s yt j jss yt0 0
2g 1 g1 1s g l y .2  / 5g 2 g2 2
The proof is completed.
 .The lemma below states that inequality 2.6 holds as long as t in
w x w xb , a , if t* g b y t , a .ky1 k ky1 k
LEMMA 2.7. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.6 hold and, more-
w x <  . <o¨er, g F g and l - 1 q g r2g . If t* g b y t , a , then x t F1 2 1 2 ky1 k
w xqM for all t g t*, a .k
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false, then there exist t and t such1 2
<  . < w x  . <  . <that t* F t - t F a , x t F qM on t*, t , x t s 0, x t ) 0 on1 2 k 1 1
 x <  . <  .t , t , and x t ) qM. It suffices to consider the case of x t ) 0. It is1 2 2 2
<  . <easy to obtain q - g . Then max x s F g M and1 t y t F s F t 11 1
<  . < <  . <max x s F g M. By Lemma 2.6 we get x t F qM fort y2t F sF t yt 21 1
w x  .t g t , t q t , which implies t ) t q t . Hence x t is decreasing on1 1 2 1
w x  .  .t q t , t and x t F x t q t . This is a contradiction.1 2 2 1
 .To establish the inequality 2.1 , i.e., to prove Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, we
w xmust estimate the size of the solution on b y t , a .k kq1
 .  .LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that t F vr4. Let x t be a solution of 1.1 and
<  . <X s max x s . Then the following statements are satisfied:k b y5t F sF b ytk k
 . w x  .I Let l F 3r2. If there exists t* g b y 3t , b such that x t* sk k
w x0, then for t g b y t , a ,k kq1
q vr20
x t F exp c p s ds X , .  .H k 5c vr2y2t
where q is defined in Theorem 1.1.0
 .  . w xII If x t / 0 for all t g b y 3t , b , thenk k
1  .vr2y b ytk w xx t F exp c p s ds X for t g b y t , b , .  .H k k k 5c vr2yt
w xx t F x b for t g b , a , .  .k k kq1
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and
q vr20
x t F max 1, exp c p s ds X .  .H k 5c vr2yt
w xfor t g b q t , a .k kq1
 .  w x  . 4Proof. I Obviously there exists sup t g b y 3t , b : x t s 0 . Wek k
may denote this by t*.
w x w .In the case of t* g b y t , b , there exists t g b y 2t , b y tk k 1 k k
 . <  . < wsuch that x t s 0. By Lemma 2.6 we have x t F q X for t g t , t q1 0 k 1 1
x <  . <  .t , so x b y t F q X . Now we suppose that there is t g b y t , t*k 0 k 2 k
 . <  . <  .with x9 t s 0 and x t ) q X . Then x t y t s 0, which implies2 2 0 k 2
<  . <x t F q X from Lemma 2.6. This is a contradiction. Then we can2 0 k
<  . < w xobtain x t F q X F X for t g b y t , t* . Hence, using Lemma 2.70 k k k
and c - 1,
< <x t F q X , . 0 k
w x  .  v r2  . 4for t g b y t , a can be obtained. As 1rc exp cH p s ds ) 1,k kq1 v r2y2t
 .I holds.
w .  .Let t* g b y 3t , b y t . It suffices to consider the case of x t ) 0k k
 x w xon t*, b . From Lemma 2.4, for t g t* q t , bk k
1 tyakx t F max x s exp c p s ds , .  .  .H 5c t*FsFt*qt t*qtyak
using Lemma 2.6,
1 vr2
x t F q X exp c p s ds . .  .H0 k  5c vr2y2t
 . w x  . w xNotice that x t ) 0 on b y t , b . If x t ) 0 on b , a , thenk k k kq1
 .  . w x0 - x t F x b on b , a is clear. If not, it is immediately obtainedk k kq1
 .from Lemma 2.7. Hence I is true.
 .  . w xII It is enough to consider only the case x t ) 0 on b y 3t , b .k k
 .  .The second inequality x t F x b can be obtained by the same argumentk
as in the preceding paragraph.
w xFor t g b y t , b , we can obtaink k
1 tyakx t F max x s exp c p s ds , .  .  .H 5c b y2tFsFb yt b ytyak k k k
because of Lemma 2.4. Then the first inequality holds.
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 . w xFinally we show the last inequality. If x t ) 0 on b , a , thenk kq1
 .  . w xit is clear that x t F x b q t for t g b q t , a . By Lemma 2.2,k k kq1
 .  .  . x b q t F x b y t , so x t F X . If not, there is t* s sup t gk k k
w x  . w .4  .  . wb , a : x s ) 0 for all s g b , t . Then x t F x b for t g b yk kq1 k k k
x <  . <  . w x2t , t* , so that x t F q x b for t g t*, a by Lemma 2.7. There-0 k kq1
fore the last inequality is true.
 .  .LEMMA 2.9. Let t F vr10, x t be a solution of 1.1 and X sk
<  . <max x s . Assume thatb y5t F sF b ytk k
vr2
q exp c p s ds F 1, 2.7 .  .H0  5
vr2y3t
 . w xand x t / 0 for all t g b y t , b y t , thenky1 k
vr2yt
X F X exp y 1 y c p s ds . .  .Hk ky1  5
t
 . w .Proof. It suffices to consider the case x t ) 0 on b y t , b y t .ky1 k
 .Let T s b and t s b y t in 2.4 ; then we haveky1 k
b ytyak kx b y t F x b q t exp y 1 y c p j dj .  .  .  .Hk ky1  5
t
vr2yt
s x b q t exp y 1 y c p j dj . 2.8 .  .  .  .Hky1  5
t
 .Note that b y 5t G b y vr2 s a and X s x b y t .k k k k k
wFirst we consider the case in which there exists t* g b y 3t , bky1 ky1
.  .  .y t such that x t* s 0. From 2.7 it is obvious that l F 3r2. Then by
 .Lemma 2.8 I we have
q vr20
x b q t F exp c p s ds X . .  .Hky1 ky1 5c vr2y2t
Moreover, by the definition of c and m,
1 vr2y2t
s exp cm F exp c p s ds . .  .H 5c vr2y3t
 .Then by 2.8 , we have
vr2 vr2yt
X F q exp c p s ds y 1 y c p s ds X ; .  .  .H Hk 0 ky1 5
vr2y3t t
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 .using 2.7 ,
vr2yt
X F exp y 1 y c p s ds X . .  .Hk ky1 5
t
 . w xSecond, we consider the case x t ) 0 for all t g b y 3t , b y t .ky1 k
 .  .Then we have x b q t F x b y t by Lemma 2.2. It follows thatky1 ky1
 .from 2.8
vr2yt
X F x b y t exp y 1 y c p j dj .  .  .Hk ky1  5
t
vr2yt
F X exp y 1 y c p j dj . .  .Hky1  5
t
 .  .LEMMA 2.10. Let t F vr12, x t be a solution of 1.1 , and X sk
<  . <max x s . Assume thatb y5t F sF b ytk k
vr2
q exp c p s ds s Q - 1 2.9 .  .H0 0 5
0
 . w xand x t* s 0 for some t* g b y t , b y t ; thenky1 k
X F Q X .k 0 ky1
 w .  . 4Proof. There exists inf t g b y t , b y t : x t s 0 . We rewriteky1 k
w xthis by t*. Then it is clear that t* g b y t , a .ky1 k
To end the proof, it is enough that we show the following inequality for
each fixed e with 0 - e - 1 y Q :0
w xx t F Q q e X for all t g t*, b y t . 2.10 .  .  .0 ky1 k
 .Suppose that 2.10 is not satisfied. There exist t and t such that1 2
w x w xt s sup t g t*, b y t : x s - Q q e X for all s g t*, t 4 .  .2 k 0 ky1
and
w x xt s inf t g t*, t : x s ) 0 for all s g t , t . 4 . 1 2 2
<  . <  . w .  .  .  xThen x t - Q q e X on t*, t , x t s 0, x t / 0 on t , t , and0 ky1 2 1 1 2
<  . <  .  .x t s Q q e X hold. It suffices to consider the case x t ) 0.2 0 ky1 2
 . w x  .Ä ÄCase 1. See Fig. 7. If there is t g b y 3t , b such that x t s 0,ky1 ky1
w xwe have for t g b y t , aky1 k
q vr20
x t F exp c p s ds X .  .H ky1 5c vr2y2t
vr2
F q exp c p s ds X - Q X , .H0 ky1 0 ky1 5
vr2y3t
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FIG. 7. The situation of Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.10.
 .from Lemma 2.8 I and the definitions of c and m. Then we can obtain
<  . < w xt ) a and x t F X on t y 2t , t . From Lemma 2.6, t ) t q t is2 k ky1 1 1 2 1
 .  .obtained, which implies x t F x b y t . On the other hand, if t g2 k 1
w .  .b y t , a y 3t , then by 2.5 in Lemma 2.5 we haveky1 k
vr2yt
x b y t F x t q 2t exp c p j dj .  .  .Hk 1  5
a yt y2tk 1
vr2yt
F x t q t exp c p j dj . .  .H1  5
t
w .If t g a y 3t , a y t , then by Lemma 2.4 we have1 k k
1 b ytkx b y t F max x s exp c p j dj .  .  .Hk  5c a ytFsFa ak k k
1 vr2yt
F max x s exp c p j dj . .  .H 5c t FsFt qt 01 1
w .If t g a y t , b y 2t , then by Lemma 2.4 we have1 k k
1 b ytkx b y t F max x s exp c p j dj .  .  .Hk  5c t FsFt qt t qt1 1 1
1 vr2yt
F max x s exp c p j dxj . .  .H 5c t FsFt qt 01 1
 .  .Since max x s F q X , using Lemma 2.6, x b y t Ft F sF t qt 0 ky1 k1 1
Q X in any of the cases above. This is a contradiction.0 ky1
 . w xCase 2. If x t / 0 on b y 3t , b , then b - t* F t - b yky1 ky1 ky1 1 k
 . w2t . In this case we have two subcases to be discussed: i t g b q1 ky1
.  .  .3t , b y t and ii t g b , b q 3t .k 1 ky1 ky1
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 .  . <  . < w xi From Lemma 2.8 II we have x t F X on b q t , a . Ifky1 ky1 k
<  . <t F a then b q t F t y 2t - t - a . By Lemma 2.7 we have x t2 k ky1 1 1 k 2
<  . <F q max x s F q X . This is impossible. Hence t ) a .0 t y2t F sF t 0 ky1 2 k1 1
<  . < w x w xNoticing that t* F a and x t - X on t*, t and t y 2t , t , wek ky1 2 1 2
have t q t - t by Lemma 2.6. Therefore we can obtain a contradiction1 2
in the same way as Case 1.
 .ii t F vr12 implies b q 3t F a y 3t . Then t - a y 3t . Be-ky1 k 1 k
 . w xcause of Lemmas 2.8 II and 2.7, for t g t*, a we havek
q vr20
x t F q x b F exp c p j dj X - Q X , .  .  .H0 ky1 ky1 0 ky1 5c vr2yt
 .where we used the definitions of c and m. Then t ) a G t q 3t , so2 k 1
 .  .  .that x t F x b y t . By 2.5 in Lemma 2.5 we have2 k
b ytyak kx b y t F x t q 2t exp c p j dj .  .  .Hk 1  5
a yt y2tk 1
vr2yt
F x t q t exp c p j dj . .  .H1  5
t
 . w xFrom Lemma 2.8 II we have for t g b y t , tky1 1
1 vr2
x t F x b F exp c p j dj X , .  .  .Hky1 ky1 5c vr2yt
which yields
1 vr2
max x s F exp c p j dj X . .  .H ky1 5ct y2tFsFt vr2yt1 1
Therefore we have by Lemma 2.6 and the definitions of c and m
q vr2 vr2yt0
x b y t F exp c p j dj q c p j dj X .  .  .H Hk ky1 5c vr2yt t
vr2
F q exp c pj dj X - Q X .H0 ky1 0 ky1 5
0
 .This is a contradiction. Then 2.10 is true. This completes the proof.
w   . v r2yt  . 4 xProof of Theorem 1.1. Let r s max exp y 1 y c H p s ds , Q .0 t 0
 .  .Then it is clear that r - 1. For an arbitrary solution x t of 1.1 ,0
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<  . <let X s max x s . From Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 we havek b y5t F sF b ytk k
 .X F r X . Then we can easily see that every solution of 1.1 tends tok 0 ky1
<  . <zero as t ª `, because we find max x s Fb y t F s F b y tky 1 k
 .  v r2  . 41rc exp cH p j dj X from the proofs of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10.v r2yt k
w xRemark 2.1. If t - vr6 and there exists t g t , vr2 such that l s1
t1  .  .H p s ds, condition 1.3 is equivalent tot yt1
l2 vr2
l F 1, exp c p s ds - 1. .H 52 0
1 1 v r2  . w xIn fact, if l ) 1, then q s l y ) . As H p s ds G max l, 3m , so0 02 2
 w x.  .  .that we have exp c max l, 3m - 2 from 1.3 . Thus exp 3cm - 2 and
1r3
 .  . ’exp cl - 2. Using c exp cm s 1, the former implies c ) 1r2 s
0.793 . . . . On the other hand, the latter implies c - ln 2 s 0.693 . . . ,
because of l ) 1. This is a contradiction. Hence we have l F 1 and
q s l2r2.0
 .  .  .Remark 2.2. For the function p t shifted from p t by d , i.e., p t sÄ Ä
 .p t y d , the equation
y9 t s p t y t y t .  .  .Ä
 .can be reduced to Eq. 1.1 .
Remark 2.3. From the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is obvious that the zero
 .solution of 1.1 is asymptotically stable. Moreover, considering that Eq.
 .1.1 is linear and periodic, we can obtain the exponential asymptotic
 w x.stability see 3 .
3. APPLICATION
 .In this section we consider only the case p t s sin t, i.e.,
x9 t s sin t x t y t . 3.1 .  .  .  .
 .THEOREM 3.1. If 0 - t F pr6, then e¨ery solution of 3.1 tends to zero
as t ª `.
Proof. Let t - vr6 s pr3. We can easily compute
t l2vr2
p s ds s 2, l s 2 sin , m s . .H 2 20
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Thus m - 0.5 and l - 1 for t F pr3, so that q s l2r2 s m. From the0
definition of c, we have
dc c2
s y - 0.
dm cm q 1
 .Since Q s m exp 2c and cm - 1,0
dQ 2c2m c2m q c0 s 1 y exp 2c G 1 y exp 2c .  . /  /dm cm q 1 cm q 1
s 1 y c exp 2c ) 0. .  .
 xNoticing that m is increasing in terms of t g 0, pr3 , we see that c is
decreasing in terms of t and Q increasing. On the other hand, as we can0
  ..  .get Q s 0.9998 . . . for t s 0.6096 g vr12, vr10 , so that we have 1.30
for all t F 0.6096. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, if t F pr6 s vr12, then
 .every solution of 3.1 tends to zero as t ª `.
Remark 3.1. It would be an interesting problem to investigate to what
extent we can relax the condition on t in Theorem 3.1. We cannot make t
 . w xFIG. 8. Variation of solutions of 3.1 w.r.t. t g 0, 0.9 .
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 . w xFIG. 9. Variation of solutions of 3.1 w.r.t. t g p y 0.9, p .
 .  .so large without restriction, because exp ycos t is a solution of 3.1 for
 .t s 2kp k s 1, 2, . . . and it does not tend to zero as t ª `. Computer
 .simulations support the following: Every solution of 3.1 tends to zero for
0 - t - 0.863 . . . . And if t is in a right-hand neighborhood of 0.863 . . . ,
 .some solutions diverge. The region of t in which every solution of 3.1
tends to zero, appears again in some left-hand neighborhood of p , some
 .right-hand neighborhood of 2p , and so on. See Figs. 8]10.
 . w xFIG. 10. Variation of solutions of 3.1 w.r.t. t g 2p , 2p q 0.3 .
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